Office of the Dean: MH 250  Summer Leonard  x3319  Fax: x4845  MS 9088  Karen Olstad  x2538  Paula Dagnon, Director, x2544  Sarah Bear, Director, x3332  Ivy Yap  x2822

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS AND PROGRAMS

**Department of Elementary Education**
MH 301E  Front Desk  x3336  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Tracy Cokisy, Chair, x2164  Bow Jerns  x7948

**Bilingual Teacher Community Routes**
MH 305B  x3336  Sherry Haskins  x4355  MS 9091  Marsha Riddle Buly, Director, x7348

**ECE (Early Childhood Education)**
MH 302B  x3336  Marilyn Chu, Director, x2737  Monica Holmer  x7759  MS 9091  E415

**Elementary Education Program**
MH 315D  x3336  Matthew Miller, Director, x2628  Lilla Bodo  425/405-7507  MS 1699  360/475-7507

**ELL (English Language Learners)**
MH 303B  x3336  Jennifer Green, Director, x2395  Sarah Bear, Director, x3332

**TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages)**
MH 304E  x3336  Trish Skillman, Director, x4699

**Department of Health & Community Studies**
MH 318D  Cheryl Mathison  x7644  Fax: x7792  MS 9091  Raine Dozier, Chair, x2052  Janna Cecka  x3347

**Adult & Higher Education Program**
MH 417B  x3190  Fax: x4355  MS 9091  Sondra Cuban, Director, x2977

**Human Services Program**
MH 318C ATEST  Everett  x7759  Fax: x7792  MS 9091  Everett  425/405-1640  MS 1288  Monica Holmer  Everett  425/405-1644

**Nursing Program (BSN)**
MH 415A  x6700  Fax: x4535  MS 9091  Sarah Bear, Director, x3332  Carola Williams  Everett  425/405-1644

**Rehabilitation Counseling Program**
MH 401A  x3327  Grandma Cecka  x3347  MS 9091  Elizabeth Boland, Director, 425/405-1645

**Department of Secondary Education**
MH 404B  x4404  Fax: x7516  MS 9089s  Kevin Roxas, Chair, x4521  Verónica Vélez, Director, x4914

**Education and Social Justice, Minor**
MH 417A  x7208  Fax: x7516  MS 9089  Susan Cahill  Everett  425/405-1644  Kimberly Canfield  Everett  425/405-1644

**Department of Special Education and Education Leadership**
MH 405C  x3981  Fax: x7516  MS 9089S  Charles Lambrt, Chair, x2295  Debbie Gramm  x3330  MS 9040  Tim Bruce, Director, x3090

**Educational Administration**
MH 405C  x3981  Fax: x7516  MS 9089  Susan Cahill  x3330  MS 9040  Tim Bruce, Director, x3090

**Woodring Teacher Education Outreach Programs**
MH 201C  x7275  Fax: x7516  MS 9051  LeAnne Robinson, Director of Outreach Programs, x2355  Miranda Myers Barker  x6292  MS 9051

**Conference room: Miller Hall 258 x6554**

**SUPPORT PROGRAMS AND OFFICES**

**CEED: Center for Education, Equity & Diversity**
MH 005  x3827  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Kristen French, x7313

**Certification & Accreditation**
MH 150  x3388  Fax: x6583  MS 9090  Peter Johnson, Director, x4630

**Compass2Campus**
MH 002C  x4565  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Maria Timmons Flores, Special Assistant to the Dean for C2C x3093

**Diversity Recruitment & Retention**
MH 006A  x2697  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Abby Lund  x4565

**E-ATRC (Ershig Assistive Technology Resource Center)**
MH 501A  x2783  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Natalie Neumoff  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Journal of Educational Controversy**
MH 605C  http://cedar.wwu.edu/jec/  Fax: x7516  MS 9089S  Lorraine Kasprizin, Editor, x3871

**Learning in Communities and Schools (LinCs)**
MH 254F  x4655  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Christina Van Wingerden  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Office of Field Experiences**
MH 150  x3856  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Vacant, Director, x3309  Margaret Gegenhuber  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Pacific Northwest Children’s Literature Clearinghouse**
MH 308  x4370  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Desiree Guetey, Director, x2339

**Palliative Care Institute**
MH 415A  x2799  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Sarah Bear, Director, x3332  Message Line  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Scholarships**
MH 254H  x4310  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Peter Johnson, Director, x4630  Genevieve Carrillo  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Teacher Education Admissions**
MH 150  x6700  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Peter Johnson, Director, x4630  Reception  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Woodring Library Services**
MH 034  x3318  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Paula Dagon, Director, x2544  Student Desk  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644  Everett  425/405-1644

**Woodring Technology Education Center**
MH 004A  x7948  Fax: x7997  MS 9092  Greg Hoffenbacker, Director, x7906  Chase Macnam  x6246  Fax: x7997  MS 9092
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WooDring Administration

Walker, Horacio 250B 3319 Dean
Larson, Bruce 250A 4455 Int. Associate Dean

WooDring on Campus Faculty

Aller, Warren 417C 3343 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Baker-Sennett, Jackie 315E 2524 HCS/HS
Bear, Sarah 416D 3332 HCS/Director, NURS/Director, PCl
Bordoloi, Samit 316A 2122 SPEL/Director, EDAD/C2C
Bruce, Tim 415C 3872 SPEL/Director, ELED
Burgess, Don 402D 2482 Sced/Sec
Chandran, Devyani 316B 2579 HCS/HS
Chu, Marilyn 302B 2737 ELED/Director, ECE
Cochran, Heather 304C 4242 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Coleman, Brett 316D 4467 HCS
Corbin, Hope 317B 7247 Director, HCS/Dir.

Cookie, Tracey 301E 2164 Chair, Ed/Eda-Shared, Med/Glary
Couther, Gail (adj) 202A 4667 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Cuban, Sondra 417D 2977 HCS/Director, AHE
Cueto, Desiree 303A 2339 ELED
Dade, Karen 402B 4245 SPEL
Dagon, Paula 303E 2544 ELED/Director, IT
Dahl, Aumony 203B 3875 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Dillard, Beth 304A 3314 ELED/ELL
Duizer, Raine 318E 2052 Chair, HCS
Espina, Christina 416B 6631 HCS/Nurs
French, Kristen 302D 7313 ELED/Director, EED
Goto, Santa 416C 3191 HCS/AHE
Goulet, Gail 318A 2460 HCS/HS
Green, Jennifer 303B 2395 ELED/Director, ELL
Hanson, Rich 202B 3971 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Hanuscik, Deborah 315B 6533 ELED/EDAD/C2C
Hart, Jeffrey 202D 3724 ELED/EDAD/C2C
Hunter, Joseph 418D 4304 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Hyatt, Keith 256C 2353 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Kaprisin, Lorraine 405C 3871 Journal of Ed. Controversy/Sec
Kerley, Bridget 203E 7519 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Korsmo, John 317D 2364 HCS/HS

Lambert, Charles 201E 2595 Chair, SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Larsen, Donald 418B 4336 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Larson, Bruce 402C 3702 Sec
Lees, Anna 303A 3822 ELED/ECE
Lemmer, J’aine 305D 2056 ELED
Longoria, A 402A 6467 HCS/HS
Lonneman, Bill 416A 3882 HCS/Nurs
McClanahan, Lauren 404C 2067 Sec
Miller, Matthew 315D 2628 ELED/Director ELED
Newton, Natalie 001A 2783 Director, E-ATRC
Nicholas, Trula 317E 6872 HCS/HS
Nolet, Victor 403D 7578 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Perzigian, Aaron 203A 4307 Sec
Pyscher, Tracey 401D 3337 Sec
Riddle Bully, Marsha 305B 7348 Eled/G-E/D, M/L & Med/Led Adv/Educ
Rios, Francisco 404D 3721 Sec
Robinson, LeAnne 203D 3120 SPEL/EDAD/C2C/IT/Director, TEOp
Rosas, Kevin 401B 4521 Chair, Sec
Skillman, Trish 304E 4699 ELED/Director, Tesol
Stickley, Beth 204A 2322 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Stone, Jessica 302A 2251 ELED
Strachan, Stephe 315A 3980 ELED
Stryer, Candice 204B 6576 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Thordurk, Tracey 202E 6871 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
Timmons Flores, Maria 002B 4039 Spec. Ass’t to Dean for Cc/AE/Sec
Velez, Veronica 404A 4914 Sec/Director, Esi
Villalba, T 006B 4483 SPEL/EDAD/C2C
War, Molly 403B 2698 Sec
Wiggins, Joy 305C 2536 ELED

Woodyring Faculty Outreach Sites

Bengtson, Kevin Everett 425/405-1658 HCS/Rc
Blanchard, Anne Everett 425/405-1640 HCS/HS
Boland, Elizabeth Everett 425/405-1645 HCS/Director, RC
Brickham, Dana Everett 425/405-1642 HCS/Rc
Kesler, Christena Everett 360/320-2289 TEOP
Kirchhofer, Jessica Everett 360/475-726505, Partnership & Field Sup
Lewis, Craig Everett 425/405-1657 Acad. Prog. Dir. TEOp
Schaefler, Christine Everett 425/405-1632 Acad. Prog. Dir. Sec
Summers, Rachel Bremerton 360/475-7764 Acad. Prog. Dir. TEOp

Woodyring Support Staff Outreach Sites

Bodo, Lilla Bremerton 360/475-7507 HCS/HS/ECE
Ocampo, Angelina Everett 425/405-1646 TEOp
Holmer, Monica Everett 425/405-1644 HCS/Rc
Rogers, Bobbie Everett 425/405-1631 Sec
Tado, Alex Everett 425/405-1630 HS/RC/TEOP
White, Michael Bremerton 360/475-7269 TEOp

Shared Faculty Offices

Eled 315C 6260 Eled
Eled 305C 2326 Eled
Eled/Tesol/Ell 304C 7781 Hcs/Ahe
Hcs/AHE 318A 2460 Hcs/HS
HCS/HS 316A 4120 HCS/HS
HCS/HS 316C 4527 Sec
Hcs 403A 2753 Sec
Sec 403C 3328 SpeL
SpeL 238 4607

Student Offices

Hcs/Ahe Ga 418A 4667 IT Ga 314 No Phone
Reading Tutor Coordinator 254A 2086 Sec/Edeg 415B 2581 SpeL/Edad/Ga 238 4602 & 4607

Conference Rooms

Large Conference Rm 258 6547 Medium Conference Rm 158 7218 (Polycom)
Dean’s Conference Rm 250D 3555 It Classroom 035 6458
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